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Subject: Aly-cleared HSCA docs

Body:

Here is the first of what I presume will be several old e-mails that I will be forwarding to you. Our Dec. 1 letter 

and Aly's 1/30 reply are in regard to DOD-equity documents from the HSCA Security Classified boxes.To: 

Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: Tim Wray/ARRB, Dennis Quinn/ARRB, Douglas Horne/ARRB, Noelle Gray/ARRB From: 

Joseph Freeman/ARRB Date: 02/02/96 12:21:27 PMSubject: Aly-cleared HSCA docsI wanted to make sure we 

were all on the same wavelength on the following matter. Let me know if my understanding of any of what 

follows is incorrect.Our Dec. 1 letter to Aly and his 1/30 reply reference 11 separate documents which -- in 

terms of NARA record numbers -- represent only 4 HSCA records, as follows:HSCA record 180-10110-10091 

incorporates items numbered 1-4, 7, 9 and 10 of our letter.HSCA record 180-10110-10092 incorporates item 5 

of our letter.HSCA record 180-10110-10093 incorporates item 6 of our letter.HSCA record 180-10110-10095 

incorporates items 8 and 11 of our letter.The documents Aly cleared for release represent all of HSCA records -

10092 , -10093 and -10095. Thus these will be included in the list of agency-cleared documents referenced in 

our upcoming Fed. Reg. notice (reflecting 1/30 Board meeting).Aly did not clear items 2, 9 and 10, which are 

all part of HSCA record -10091. Thus (even though Aly did clear other documents which are also part of -

10091) -10091 will not be listed in the Fed. Reg. notice and will instead be put before our Board at its 2/29 

meeting, where the documents Aly didn't want to release will be treated as requested postponements in the 

larger HSCA record of which they form a part.
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